Public notice for the expressions of interest of scientists for a permanent position of full professor or associate professor or tenure track assistant professor

Art. 1
The University of Palermo is looking for candidates with an exceptional international scientific and teaching reputation and an established excellent academic record through an internationally recognized research program.

The Administration Council in date March 24th, 2022 approved this public notice intending to collect expressions of interest of scientists for filling permanent positions either of full or associate professor or tenure-track assistant professor.

Art. 2
The following professional profiles are eligible:

a. scientists who have been working on a permanent teaching or research position in a foreign university or research institution for at least three years, and holding an academic position equivalent to that is applying for, otherwise scientists who have already spent at least a three-year period in researching and teaching in Italian universities through a direct call authorized by MIUR within the” Rientro dei Cervelli” program and achieved scientific results pertinent with the position they are applying for (art. 1, c. 9, law 230/2005);

b. renowned scientists for the permanent position of full professor (art. 1, c. 9, law 230/2005);

c. principal investigators of high qualification grants funded by EU or MUR as detailed in the D.M. 28 December 2015 n. 963 (art. 1, c. 9 legge 230/2005);

d. full and associate professors holding the permanent position for at least five years at abroad Universities who maintain the same academic position, or scientists permanently engaged abroad in research or teaching activities for at least five years who may hold an equivalent academic position (art. 7, c. 5 bis, law 240/10);

e. research managers and first researchers in public research institutions or people holding permanent positions or fixed-term positions according to art. 1, c. 422 and others of the 27.12.2017 law, n. 205 of the hospitalization and care institutions (IRCCS), carrying out translational, preclinical, and clinical research activities for at least five years at the institutions where they are engaged; for such cases, the national scientific qualification for the respective scientific area and the position level are required (art. 7, c. 5 ter, law 240/10).

f. other scientists of extremely high scientific reputation.

Art. 3
The applications have to be sent to directcall@unipa.it including the following documents:

- expression of interest template filled in;
- motivation letter;
- curriculum vitae including a list of publications and a brief description of the most significant publications;
- statement of research, teaching, public engagement, an so on (12000 characters max);
- documents showing the correspondence between the Italian and the international academic positions in case it is required according to the above art. 2.
A first evaluation of the expressions of interest will be done within 08/05/2022. Nevertheless, the notice will be open until 31/12/2022.

Art. 4
The recruitment procedure is governed by the national legislation and by the proper University regulations.
The submission of expression of interest does not guarantee entitlement for participating in procedures for accessing the qualification of teaching personnel of the University of Palermo.

Art. 5
The Departments, based on their strategic policies, will examine the applications for eventual proposals of direct call recruitments that imply various levels of approval involving the governing bodies.

Art. 6
The provided personal data will be processed by the University of Palermo according to the U.E. n. 679 of 2016. The person in charge of the procedure is dott. Chiara Terranova – Human Resource Area – Recruitment and Selection desk – Piazza Marina n. 61